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A pitcher's error. The batter also bunts a single, making four runs for Providence. Providence will not, however, have all the score, as the Beavers don't make much noise in the final frame. Funnel order. Cutter was thrown out at first..has thrown a pop fly to the catcher. Caesar was caught, striking out the first man to face him. The next hitter followed suit. The Teche will not score on a long fly to left. The final moment of the inning ended with a strikeout. The Beavers didn't make much noise, and were held to four hits.

Committee Chairman Dr. Chairman's Results Show Poor Class Spirit

By the Senate in its usual business, the usual great pip not to mention waterworks. The Senate will meet on Monday at 7:30 P.M.
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INFORMATION

Class Inertia Caused of Poor Results in Drive

There have been several cases of the Senate's driving through the course today in the Senate's annual drive. It has been an enjoyable experience for all.

Providence Col.

Through the cooperation of the Senate and the Administration, the Senate has been able to secure a fine set of results for the drive. The Senate is very grateful for the cooperation of everyone who has assisted in this drive.

Providence Col.

In the Senate's annual drive, the Senate has been able to secure a fine set of results for the drive. The Senate is very grateful for the cooperation of everyone who has assisted in this drive.

PROVIDENCE

The Senate has been very pleased with the results of the drive so far. Thanks are due to everyone who has contributed to this drive.
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The Senate's annual drive for this year has been a great success. The Senate is very grateful for the cooperation of everyone who has assisted in this drive.

The Senate's annual drive for this year has been a great success. The Senate is very grateful for the cooperation of everyone who has assisted in this drive.